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1. Introduction
Artificial neural networks can be used in many applications instead of the other sophistica- 
ted methods, but for a long time of leaming and problems with finding proper architectures 
of neural networks makes it difficult to take advantages of neural computations. In order to 
reduce the time necessary for preparing responding neural network architecture to a specific 
recognition problem given by a leaming seąuence, some methods have to be developed. 
Architecture always reflects an ability of adapting and generalization of a neural network. 
In order to make meaningfully reductions of architecture so that the neural network further- 
more solves a given problem of recognition is not easy. Moreover, while the reductions of 
architecture are done, a ąuality of them has to be appraised. We already know that reduc 
tions are possible, but this is difficult to determine a ąuality of them in generał.
In this paper the limitation of qualitative reductions of neural network architecture is 
considered. There are a ąuality of recognition and a ąuality of generalization for described 
neural networks and for binary pattems recognition defined. The ąuality of recognition and 
the ąuality of generalization of such an automatically configured neural network can be auto- 
matically computed. These ąualities and a number of synapses are always related. Weights of 
such a configured neural network are computed afterwards. In order to get an automatically 
configured neural network with automatically computed weights, two runs over a leaming 
seąuence are reąuired. An input of a neural network can be a vector, a matrix, as well as 
any other structure, e.g. a log-polar structure. One limitation of this method is that it can be 
used only to identifying pattems of a leaming seąuence with qualitative generalization of 
noised inputs. Despite this limitation, the method can satisfy some groups of problems of 
recognition for its ability of determining a ąuality of recognition, a ąuality of generalization 
and a very fast method of automatic configuration of neural network architecture.
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2. The estimation method
The proposed method estimates binary features of all given pattem first and then builds up 
the network basing on the computed estimations. In order to estimate binary features of pat- 
tems, the two matrices T and F  have to be computed. The matrices T and F  have the same 
dimensions (/, J) as the pattems of a given leaming seąuence. The matrix T consisting of 
some amount of true pixels and the matrix F  consisting of some amount of false pixels, at 
the specified coordinates of all pattem matrices are defined as follows
Vi, j  T [i,j] = \\pk[i,j]:p t [i,j] = true&k = 1 , ,  N \\, 
where N -  number of pattems of a leaming seąuence,
V i'J F [ i , j ]  = | p k[ i , j \ .  P k[ i , j ]  = f a l s e & k  = 1,..., iV||.
For the example of the 26-letter alphabet (shown partially in the Fig. 1), the two matrices T 
and F  (shown in the Tab. 1) are computed.
Fig. 1. The simple 26-letter alphabet: A, B, C ,..., Z (shown partially)
Table 1
The matrices T and F  for the considered example o f the simple 26-letter alphabet
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Basing on these two matrices and on the number of pattems of a leaming seąuence (N), 
a binary feature estimator (£*) of all pixels for each pattem can be computed as foliows:
The greater absolute Et[i, j ] value indicates the greater importance of the pixel for a given 
pattem. For each pattem a group consisting of pixels with large absolute Ek[i, j ] values exists 
(e.g. the fields colored gray in the Tab. 2), which is the most representative for a given pat 
tem in a view of a leaming seąuence. These groups are fundamental for the following 
computations.
Table 2
The matrix E  i for the pattem „A”
3. The ąuality of recognition
and the ąuality of generalization
In order to obtain the best ąuality of recognition and the best ąuality of generalization no 
synaptic reductions are possible. To reduce a number of synapses, the ąuality of recognition 
and the ąuality of generalization have to be reduced as well. It is always a compromise bet- 
ween a number of synapses and these ąualities factors. The ąuality of recognition (Qr ) and 
the ąuality of generalization (Qg) can be defined in the following way:
min I min ( max [/] |- |o « tf[p ] | 11
_ * = l ........ * 1 ^ = 1 .........N & p * l\k = l .........ATI *  I k ) )
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-z— -  if Pt [i,j] = true,
T[i,j]
Vk = l, . . . ,N V i , j  Ek[i,j] = l
- = z ~  if pdUj ]  = false,
E[i,j]
where
Vk = \, . . . ,N Vi , j  Ek[ i , j ] e (-1,-^1 or ■
where:
Outk [/] -  the /-th output of the reduced neural network for the excitation of the 
£-th pattem of a leaming seąuence,
Outk [/] -  is the /-th output of the full-connected neural network for the excitation 
of the &-th pattem of a leaming seąuence.
In order to obtain unequivocal recognition for all pattems of a leaming seąuence the ąuality 
of recognition Qr  have to be positive (Qr > 0) .
The problem can be formulated as follows: How to reduce as much as possible a num- 
ber of synapses keeping the ąuality of recognition (QR) and the ąuality of generalization 
(Qc) as high as possible? In order to satisfy both the reąuirements the three criteria of sy 
napses reduction have been defined. While a synapsis with a Iow absolute Ek[i, j] is redu 
ced, the ąuality of recognition and the ąuality of generalization are not much declined, but 
when a synapsis with a high absolute £*[/, j] is reduced the ąuality of recognition and the 
ąuality of generalization are ąuickly lost. These circumstances are the basis for the reduc 
tion criteria defined as follows.
Reduction criteria
1) Criterion of Maximal Features (Cf )
This criterion defines minimal estimation value Emm, above which the synapses remain
1
l+ ( N - \ ) - £ /
100
This criterion reduces the number of synapses of individual pattems uneąually. In 
some cases, this is strongly not recommended to employ only a few pixels of dominant 
Ek[i, j] to recognize any pattem.
2) Criterion of the Minimal Number of Synapses (CN)
This criterion allows limiting a minimum number of synapses (Nmm), which always 
have to remain for each pattem of a leaming seąuence after reduction of synapses
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3) Criterion of Minimal Precision of Recognition (Cr )
In order to guarantee that some percentage of binary features (Pmm) of each pattem is 
stored in the synapses of a neural network, the two criteria formulated above are still 
insufficient. The third criterion is reąuired and is defined as follows
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These three criteria may be used in different configurations. Ali of them are given in per- 
centage. The three criteria formulated above define the FNP (Feature, Number, Precision) 
characteristic in the following way
FNP = CF\CN\ CP,
e.g. FNP = 52|28|47 means that: CF = 52%, CN = 28%, CP = 47%.
This FNP characteristic defines a neural network, which will be automatically configured 
for a given leaming seąuence. It also determines the ąuality of recognition Qr  and the qu- 
ality of generalization Qg, which will characterize the resultant neural network.
Usually, results of recognition are intuitively estimated and compared by using linear 
approaches. In order to recognize and compare the pattems in the intuitive scalę a linear 
function of neuronal activity has to be used. Moreover, classification of negatives should 
reflect intuition. Both these intuitive reąuirements are satisfied by the use of the activity 
function/ ,  which is defined as shown in the Figurę 2.
Fig. 2. The activity function of neurons takes the simple form: f(x) = x; Dom/ e  [-1,1 ], Im f e [-1,1 ]
4. The neural network conflguration
Automatic conflguration of a neural network is now easy. After computing Ek[i, j] for all 
pixels of all pattems of a given leaming seąuence only these synapses, which EĄi, j] satisfy 
FNP reąuirements remain and the rest of synapses is reduced (shown in the Fig. 3) by set- 
ting the appropriate Ek[i,j] values to nuli (shown in the Tab. 3).
After synapses are created, the weights are computed ffom
Wk[Uj\ E klU ]
Z  |£* !>>«](
In result of such the computations, all outputs are normalized in [-1, +1] interval (Tab. 4).
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Fig. 3. The part o f the neural network, which shows the reduced and left synapses for the leaming
pattem “A”
Table 3
The exemplary modified matrix E\ for the leaming pattem “A” after some reductions on the basis o f
the FNP  characteristic
Table 4
The resultant matrix o f the weights for the leaming pattem “A”
Ali these computations are done in two runs over a leaming seąuence, which makes this 
method very fast in comparison to the leaming methods. The linearity of all computations 
makes them very simple, time saving and easy for intuitive interpretation.
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5. Results of simulations
The Computer implementation of this method has shown that for the example presented in 
this paper (i.e. the simple 26-letter alphabet: A, B, C, Z) the ąuality of recognition 
Qr = 40.92% is still positive (Qr  > 0) for the FNP = 52|28|47. The number of synapses has 
been reduced to 45%> by the ąuality of generalization Qa = 48.20%.
When the ąuality of recognition is positive (QR > 0), there is a guarantee that all pat- 
tems of a given leaming seąuence are correctly and unequivocally recognized. The less cor- 
relation between the pattems of a leaming seąuence the greater reduction of synapses is 
possible and the less FNP values, which determine the resultant neural network, can be ob- 
tained. The ąuality of generalization Qc is morę important for recognition of noised pat 
tems because it is a measure of ability to generalize. If the generalization of noised pattems 
is morę important than the unequivocal recognition of pattems of a leaming seąuence and 
a greater reduction of synapses is necessary, then the reduction of synapses can pass the 
limit of Qr  > 0  (Tab. 5, 6). The presented method always remains the most important syn 
apses after the FNP specification.
Table 5
The results o f reduction for the 26-letter alphabet
Table 6
The results o f reduction for the 30 bullets
However, the pattems of a leaming seąuence have to be binary, the recognized pattem can 
be given in a scalę of gray, i.e. between the values -1 (false) and 1 (true). Experiments have 
shown that such pattems are better recognized than their binarized form, e.g. the Figures 4, 5.
The pattems in negative are also recognized properly as the negatives of the leaming 
pattems (e.g. Fig. 6).
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Fig. 4. The noised pattem “A”, given on the input 
of the neutral network in the gray scalę, recogni- 
zed as the leamining pattem “A” in 28.24%
Fig. 5. The same noised pattem “A”, which was first 
binarized, given on the input o f the neutral network. 
recognized as the leaming pattem"A” in 13.4%
Fig. 6. The negative of the leaming pattem “A”, given on the input o f  the neutral network recognized 
as “A” in “-100% ”. The sign (- )  designates that the pattem is morę similar to the negative o f the lear- 
ning pattem “A” than to its positive. The value “100%” is a measure o f its similarity to the leaming
pattem “A”
Some other simulations, e.g. the 30 bullets in raster 16 x 16, have shown similar ability of 
the presented method to reduce synapses (shown in the Tab. 6) as for the 26-letter alphabet 
considered in this paper.
The presented method for its ability to left the most important synapses can work on 
the smali as well as huge leaming seąuences. Sometimes synaptic reduction is impossible, 
e.g. for the trivial leaming seąuences of logical functions: AND, OR, NOT, but for the most 
real learning seąuences the reduction of synapses is possible.
6. Summary and conclusions
The powerful method of an automatically generated architecture of a neural network used 
to binary patterns recognition with an ability of synapses reduction in a way of minimally 
reducing a ąuality of generałization has been presented. This method has allowed reducing 
the number of synapses of the considered neural network architectures keeping the ąuality of 
recognition and the ąuality of generalization at high level. The presented method computes all 
weights in two runs over the leaming seąuence. The FNP characteristic, which unequivocally 
predefmes a resultant structure of an automatically generated neural network for a given 
leaming seąuence has been defined. This method is not an antidote for all the problems of 
pattem recognition, but efficiently solves the class of problems presented in the paper.
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